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A: It's either your code or the pdf produced by the use of the code. I think that you maybe using a font that doesn't show up correctly. Try to play with the following (or whatever font you want to use) and see if the output are a good match to what you want : with open("output.pdf", "r") as f: t = " ".join(["{:^7}".format(part.encode("utf-8")) for part in f.read().split(" ")[1:-1]]) with open("t.txt", "w") as f: f.write("".join(t.splitlines()[1:])) here is an image of the result : If it doesn't work, can you provide a minimal example like this one to recreate the problem? if __name__ == '__main__': from __future__ import absolute_import import sys parts = [] with open(__file__) as f: line = f.readlines() for part in line[1:-1]: parts.append(part.decode("utf-8"))
parts.append("") parts.append(line[-1].splitlines()[0]) # with open("output.pdf", "w") as f: # f.write("".join(parts.splitlines()[1:])) if __name__ == "__main__": sys.stdout.write("".join(parts)) # sys.stdout.write("".join(parts.splitlines()[1:])) Edit As suggested by the OP, I tried to adapt the code to use pdfrepr. It seem to have the correct behaviour. The input are the following : $ cat t.txt Manannan mac llir 2 manantial 2 qemu how to boot from usb 4 And the output : $ python3
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A: To answer your question about the difference between the two, here is what you can do:
a=np.array([1,2,3]) b=np.array([10,20,30]) c=a>b print(c) #prints True What happens in this

situation is that: a>b is NOT a comparison of numbers in Python! What it is is a comparison of the
boolean type. You can see that by trying to convert them to strings: a>b #gives the following error:

TypeError: unorderable types: str() > int() The way you can still do what you need to is by using:
np.logical_and(*[a>b,bViking Age Sketches: The Magic Tree by Helen Of Lode This is my first post on
Viking Age Sketches. Let me explain why. I’ve started researching and writing my novel in Viking Age

Sketches, where it will be a little more formal than on Viking Age Retreats. When I switched to the
site, I kept making notes that I wanted to share here so here they are. I’m also going to make some
short blog posts here to track what I’m learning. I also switched to paper when I didn’t want to take
time to do research on my iPad or at the computer. Paper is much more portable and “keeps” for a

long time. I’m not sure if it will be a “life-choice” or not. I’ll just have to wait and see. Helen of Lode is
the founder of Viking Age Retreats and the author of nine books. She writes about her journey as a
lady of leisure who always had a pen and paper with her – from the nomad tent, to castle, to royal
court and beyond. About Viking Age Retreats Viking Age Retreats is a participant in the Amazon

Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide 6d1f23a050
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